New journals from Academic Search Complete September 2014

Title Name
AAOS now
Aboriginal and islander health worker journal
ACNEM journal
Acta medica Iranica
Acta medica Lituanica
Acta Medica Marisiensis
Acta medica martiniana
Acta Medica Medianae
Acta medica Transilvanica
Acta medico-historica adriatica : AMHA
Acta Microscopica
Acta ortopédica mexicana
Acta pediátrica de México
Acta psiquiátrica Belgica
Acta scientiarum. Human and social sciences
Acta toxicologica
Activitas nervosa superior (2007)
Actualité médicale
Advanced studies in pharmacy
Advances in breast cancer (London, England)
Advances in gastrointestinal cancers
Advances in molecular biology
Advances in oncology
Advances in orthopaedics
Advances in psoriasis and inflammatory skin diseases
Africa health
African journal of AIDS research : AJAR
The African journal of diabetes medicine
The African journal of respiratory medicine
Akademik acil tip olgu sunumları dergisi
Aktuální gynekologie a porodnictví
Alimentary pharmacology & therapeutics symposium series
Allelopathy Journal
AMAA journal
American demographics
American journal of cancer (Auckland, N.Z.)
American journal of drug delivery
American Medical Writers Association AMWA journal
Anadolu psikiyatri dergisi
Analysis of gambling behavior
Anatomy
Anestesia pediatrica e neonatale
Anesteziology & intenzivní medicína
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Anesthesia
Anil Aggrawal's Internet journal of forensic medicine and toxicology
Animal cells and systems
Annals of gastroenterology & hepatology
Annals of psychotherapy & integrative health
Annals of respiratory medicine
Annals of the American Psychotherapy Association
Annual International Conference on Advances in Biotechnology (BioTech)
Annual review of gerontology & geriatrics
Anti-infectives today
ANZ nuclear medicine
Applied ontology
Archives of suicide research
Archives of the Turkish Dermatology & Venerology / Turkderm
Archives, the international journal of medicine
Archivos de medicina
Archivos de neurociencias
Archivos en medicina familiar
Arhiv za higijenu rada i toksikologiju
Arthroscopy & Joint Surgery
ASEAN journal of psychiatry
Asia Pacific journal of oncology & hematology
Asia-Pacific psychiatry
Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Asian Journal of Research in Chemistry
Asian medicine (Leiden, Netherlands)
Asian Student Medical Journal
Asia-Pacific Journal of Cardiovascular Medicine
Asia-Pacific Journal of Oncological Medicine
Assessment journal
Astım allerji immünoloji
The Australian and New Zealand journal of audiology
Australian and New Zealand journal of organisational psychology
Australian journal of clinical and experimental hypnosis
Australian journal of primary health
Australian medical student journal
Australian orthoptic journal
Avian biology research
Bacteriophage
Baltic journal of psychology
Bangladesh journal of medical science
Bariatric times
Basic and applied pathology
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Behavioral development bulletin (Philadelphia, Pa.)
Behaviour change
Benin journal of postgraduate medicine
BH surgery
Bifocal
Biofeedback (Wheat Ridge, Colo.)
Biomath
Biometrika
Biomolecular concepts
Biophysical reviews and letters
Bioprocessing journal
BioSocieties
Bone and tissue regeneration insights
Brain impairment
The Bulletin - New Jersey Academy of Science
Bulletin of the South Carolina Academy of Science
Bulletin of the Transilvania University of Braşov. Series VI, Medical sciences
Cameroon journal of experimental biology
The Canadian journal of addiction medicine
Canadian journal of chemistry
Canadian journal of general internal medicine
Canadian journal of music therapy
Canadian journal of pathology
Canadian journal of psychoanalysis
Cancer biomarkers : section A of Disease markers
Cancer today
Cardiology review
Cardiology today (2007)
Cardiovascular device update
Cardiovascular Devices & Drugs
Cardiovascular reviews & reports
Cell & tissue transplantation & therapy
Cell communication insights
Cell membranes and free radical research
Cellular polymers
Česká revmatologie (Praha)
České pracovní lékařství
Československá dermatologie
Československá pediatrie
Chirurgia polska
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Circumpolar health supplements
Clinical and translational science
Clinical dermatology
Clinical ethics
Clinical genitourinary cancer
Clinical intensive care
Clinical law review
Clinical medicine. Endocrinology and diabetes
Clinical Medicine. Gastroenterology
Clinical medicine. Reproductive health
Clinical medicine reviews cardiology
Clinical medicine reviews in women's health
Clinical Rhinology: An International Journal
Clinical schizophrenia & related psychoses
CNS disorders today
Coaching psychologist
Cochlear implants international
Cognitie, creier, comportament
Cognition, technology & work
Cognitive behaviour therapist
Cognitive neuroscience
College of St. Elizabeth journal of the behavioral sciences
Columbia undergraduate science journal
Contemporary Management Quarterly
Contemporary management research
Contemporary Psychoanalytic Studies
Contributions to zoology (Amsterdam, Netherlands : 1995)
Counselling psychology review
Creative approaches to research
Critical psychology (Lawrence & Wishart)
Culture, Disease & Well-Being: The Grey Zone of Health & Illness Series
Current Chemical Genomics & Translational Medicine
Current medical literature. Kidney cancer
Current medical literature. Multiple sclerosis
Current medical literature. Pulmonary hypertension
Current psychology letters : behaviour, brain & cognition
Current topics in nutraceuticals research
Current women's health reviews
Cyprus Nursing Chronicles
Czech Stomatology & Practical Dentistry / Ceska Stomatologie a Prakticke Zubni Lekarstvi
Day surgery Australia : official journal of the Australian Day Surgery Nurses Association
Developmental disabilities bulletin
Developments in mental health law
Diabetologia Croatica
Digest Journal of Nanomaterials and Biostructures
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Disasters, preparedness and mitigation in the Americas
Discussiones Mathematicae. Probability and Statistics
Donald School journal of ultrasound in obstetrics and gynecology
Drug Development
Drug Discovery
The Duke orthopaedic journal
Duzce Medical Journal
East-West journal of numerical mathematics
Education in medicine journal
Educational and child psychology
The Egyptian journal of biochemistry & molecular biology : EJB
Electro- and magnetobiology
Electromagnetic biology and medicine
Electronic journal of pharmacology and therapy
Emergency medicine reports
Endocrine today
E- psychologie (Praha)
Ethics & medicine
Ethics & medics
Eurasian journal of analytical chemistry
European Critical Care & Emergency Medicine
European Dermatology
European endocrinology
European journal of chemistry
European journal of clinical & medical oncology
European journal of developmental psychology
European journal of heart failure
European journal of heart failure. Supplements
European Journal of Oncological Medicine
European journal of pediatric dermatology : PD
European paediatrics review
Experimental & clinical hepatology
Experimental and therapeutic medicine
Experimental medicine
Eye care review
Feyz Journal of Kashan University of Medical Sciences
Food and bioproducts processing
Foundations of physics
Foundations of physics letters
From the World of Osteoporosis / Turkiye Osteoporoz Dunyasindan
Gastroenterolog ia Polska
Gender & behaviour
Gender studies & research
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Gene expression to genetical genomics
Gene Therapy Review
General practice update
General Practitioner / Prakticky Lekar
Genomics insights
Genomics, society, and policy
GeroFam
Gestalt journal of Australia and New Zealand
Gestalt review
Global public health
Glokom-Katarakt
Glycobiology insights
GSTF international journal on bioinformatics & biotechnology
Hacettepe University Faculty of Health Sciences Nursing Journal
Hattatsu shinrigaku kenkyū = The Japanese journal of developmental psychology
Headache currents
Health care on the Internet
Health law litigation
The Health lawyer
Health psychology review
Hearing instruments
HEM/ONC today
High blood pressure & cardiovascular prevention
Hip international
Hormone molecular biology and clinical investigation
Hot topics in cardiology
Hot Topics in Cardiometabolic Disorders
Hot topics in hypertension
Hot topics in neurology and psychiatry
Hot topics in oncology
Hot topics in respiratory medicine
Hot topics in viral hepatitis
Human fertility (Cambridge, England)
Human reproduction and genetic ethics
ICFAI journal of biotechnology
ICFAI Journal of Health Care Law
ICMR bulletin
IDS bulletin (Brighton. 1984)
Ife psychologia
IIIOAB journal
IIIOAB letters
Immunization newsletter (Pan American Health Organization. Immunization Unit)
Indian journal of animal research
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Indian journal of clinical medicine
Indian journal of emergency pediatrics
Indian journal of forensic medicine and pathology
The Indian journal of neurotrauma
Infant observation
Infectious disease alert
Infectious diseases journal of Pakistan
Inflammatory bowel disease monitor
Influenza and other respiratory viruses
Informe Medico
Informedica journal (Spanish)
Inpharma weekly
Insight (Lawrence, Kan.)
Integrative zoology
Intelligent data analysis
Interdisciplinary description of complex systems
Internal medicine alert
Internal medicine world report
International coaching psychology review
International journal of advances in pharmaceutical sciences
International journal of advances in rheumatology
International Journal of Applied Biological Sciences
International Journal of Applied Chemical Sciences
International journal of applied chemistry
International Journal of Biotechnological Applications
International journal of biotechnology & biochemistry
International journal of body composition research
International journal of chemical and pharmaceutical sciences
International journal of choice theory and reality therapy
International journal of cognitive ergonomics
International journal of disability management research
International journal of disaster medicine
International journal of head and neck surgery
International journal of health science
International journal of health, wellness & society
International Journal of Innovation Science
The international journal of interdisciplinary social sciences
International journal of neurology and neurosurgery
International journal of nutrition, pharmacology and neurological diseases
International journal of pediatric obesity
International journal of pharmaceutical medicine
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International journal of pharmacy education
International journal of phytoremediation
International journal of polymeric materials
International journal of probiotics & prebiotics
International journal of psychoanalytic self psychology
International journal of pure and applied physics
The international journal of research and review
International journal of research in pharmacy and science
International journal of simulation modelling
International journal of social research methodology
International journal of statistics and systems
International polymer science and technology
International review of social research
International social science review
International transactions in applied sciences
Internet journal of medical update
Iranian journal of diabetes and obesity
Iranian Journal of Medical Physics
Irish journal of anaesthetic & recovery nursing
ISRN analytical chemistry
Issues in Forensic Psychology
IUP journal of biotechnology
IUP journal of environmental & healthcare law
IUP journal of genetics & evolution
IUP journal of life sciences
JABS : journal of applied biological sciences
Journal (Texas Public Health Association)
The Journal - American Academy of Gnathologic Orthopedics
Journal für Psychologie
Journal of Academic Emergency Medicine Case Reports / Akademik Acil Tip Olgu Sunumlari Dergisi (Aves Yayincilik Ltd. STI)
Journal of Academy of Medical Sciences
Journal of aging & pharmacotherapy
Journal of alternative perspectives in the social sciences
Journal of Animal Research
Journal of AOAC International
Journal of applied biomaterials & biomechanics : JABB
Journal of applied biomaterials & functional materials
Journal of behavioral and applied management
Journal of biochemistry (Tokyo)
Journal of biotech research
The journal of breast health
Journal of cell and tissue research
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Journal of cellular automata
Journal of chemical and pharmaceutical research
Journal of chemical research
Journal of chemistry
Journal of child and adolescent mental health
Journal of child & adolescent trauma
Journal of children's health
Journal of coagulation disorders
Journal of college student psychotherapy
Journal of creativity in mental health
Journal of current glaucoma practice
Journal of Current Pediatrics / Guncel Pediatri
Journal of data science
Journal of Dependence
Journal of diabetes
The journal of drug evaluation
Journal of early childhood and infant psychology
Journal of Education & Ethics in Dentistry
Journal of EMDR practice and research
Journal of experimental and clinical medicine
Journal of Foot & Ankle Surgery (0974-0341)
Journal of forensic neuropsychology
Journal of gambling studies
Journal of generic medicines
Journal of health administration ethics
The journal of health care law & policy
Journal of health disparities research and practice
Journal of heart-centered therapies
Journal of herpetological medicine and surgery
Journal of immunotoxicology
Journal of infant, child, and adolescent psychotherapy
Journal of infectious disease pharmacotherapy
The journal of international advanced otology
Journal of interventional oncology
The journal of invasive fungal infections
Journal of King Abdulaziz University. Medical sciences
Journal of law and psychology
Journal of Marmara University Institute of Health Sciences
Journal of medical psychology
Journal of Medical Signals & Sensors
Journal of medicinal food plants
Journal of mental health research in intellectual disabilities
Journal of Mood Disorders
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Journal of musculoskeletal pain
Journal of Natural & Applied Sciences
Journal of Natural Pharmaceuticals
Journal of neonatal-perinatal medicine
Journal of nutritional immunology
Journal of optometric vision development (1976)
Journal of organ dysfunction
Journal of Pacific Rim psychology
Journal of Pakistan medical students
Journal of pediatric infectious diseases
Journal of pediatric rehabilitation medicine
Journal of pest science
Journal of pesticide science (Tokyo, 1975)
Journal of pharmacoepidemiology
Journal of pharmacy research
Journal of Postgraduate Medical Institute
Journal of prenatal diagnosis and therapy
The Journal of psychohistory
Journal of psychological trauma
Journal of psychology in Africa
Journal of psychology in Chinese societies
Journal of radiosurgery and SBRT
Journal of rapid methods and automation in microbiology
Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences
Journal of SAFOG (South Asian Federation of Obstetrics and Gynecology)
Journal of scientific exploration
Journal of smoking cessation
Journal of social, behavioral and health sciences
Journal of spirituality in mental health
Journal of statistics (Lahore)
Journal of surgical radiology
The Journal of the Alabama Academy of Science
Journal of the cardiometabolic syndrome
Journal of the ICRU
Journal of the Idaho Academy of Science
Journal of the Institute of Medicine
Journal of the Society for Integrative Oncology
Journal of the South Carolina Academy of Science
Journal of the Tennessee Academy of Science
Journal of the Turkish Anaesthesiology & Intensive Care Society - JTAICS
The Journal of transpersonal psychology
Journal of Trauma Counseling International
Journal of trauma practice
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Journal of Tropical Medicinal Plants
Journal of Turgut Ozal Medical Center
Journal of water and health
Journal of wound healing
Journal of zoology (1987)
Journal on developmental disabilities
JRSMS Shorts
KAIROS -- Slovenian Journal of Psychotherapy
Kardio list
Khūn (Tihrān)
Korean journal of breeding
The Korean journal of obesity
Kul'turno-istoricheskaïa psikhologiiä
Law & psychology review
Libri (København)
Lietuvos TSR aukščiųjų mokyklų mokslo darbai. Biologija
Lymphoma
Lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemias
Majalah kedokteran Surabaya
Majallah-i pizishkī-i Urūmīyah
Majallīh-i dīyābit va līpīd-i Īrān
Making connections (Slippery Rock, Pa.)
Le Mali médical
Mammalia (Paris)
Managing education matters
Managing global transitions
Mathematical models & methods in applied sciences
McGill Science undergraduate research journal
MD conference express
Measles Weekly Bulletin
Measurement (Mahwah, N.J.)
Measurement science review
Medical & Health Science Journal
Medical Bulletin of Haseki / Haseki Tip Bulteni
Medical equipment insights
Medical ethics advisor
MEDICAL JOURNAL OF SULEYMAN DEMIREL UNIVERSITY
Medical Journal of Trakya University / Trakya Universitesi Tip Fakultesi Dergisi
Medical law review
Medical Physics in the Baltic States
The medical roundtable
Medical technology & devices week
Medicine and health, Rhode Island
Medicinski žurnal
Medycyna paliatywna
Menopausal Review / Przegląd Menopauzalny
Mental Illness (2036-7457)
Metodološki zvezki
Microarrays (Basel, Switzerland)
Microbial Informatics & Experimentation
Mid Yorks Medical Journal
Middle East journal of age and aging
Middle East journal of family medicine
Middle East journal of internal medicine
Mikrochimica acta (1966)
Mind
Mind & brain : the journal of psychiatry
Mobile genetic elements
Modern physics letters. B, Condensed matter physics, statistical physics, applied physics
Monthly prescribing reference
MPR - Obstetrician & Gynecologist Edition
MPR - Residents' Edition
MPR (Long-term care ed.)
MPR (pediatricians' edition)
MPR (Pharmacists' ed.)
MPR (Urologists' ed.)
Muscles, Ligaments & Tendons Journal (MLTJ)
MycoKeys (Sofia, Bulgaria)
Mycologia Montenegrina
Mycoscience
Nano-micro letters
Nanotoxicology
The national Catholic bioethics quarterly
National journal of integrated research in medicine
National journal of physiology, pharmacy and pharmacology
Nature chemical biology
Nature chemistry
Nature materials
Nature methods
Nature nanotechnology
Nature photonics
Nature physics
NED University Journal of Research
NeoBiota
Nepalese Journal of Qualitative Research Methods
Neurocase
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Neurology alert
Neurology reviews
Neuropsychiatry reviews
NeuroQuantology
Neurotoxicity research
The new bioethics
New Indian journal of surgery : NIJS
New Zealand journal of zoology
Nobel medicus
Noro-Psikiyatri Arsivi
Nucleus
Nutraceuticals Now
OB/GYN clinical alert
Obstetric medicine
Obstetrics & gynaecology forum
Occupational health management
Ocular surgery news (Ed. international)
Ocular surgery news (Europe/Asia-Pacific ed.)
Ocular Surgery News Asia-Pacific
Ocular Surgery News Europe
OD practitioner
Oncology exchange
Oncology letters
Optometry and vision development
Optometry times
Optometry today (London)
The original internist
Orphan drugs
Ortadogu Medical Journal / Ortadogu Tip Dergisi
Orthopaedic surgery
Orthopaedics today (International ed.)
Orthopaedics today Europe
Otorhinolaryngology clinics
Otorhinolaryngologie a foniatrie
Otorynolaryngologia
Pakistan journal of analytical and environmental chemistry
Pakistan Journal of Life & Social Sciences
Pakistan journal of medical research
Pakistan journal of psychological research : PJPR
Pakistan journal of science
Pakistan journal of statistics
Pakistan journal of statistics and operation research
Pedagogy : critical approaches to teaching literature, language, culture, and composition
Pediatric emergency medicine reports
Pedijatrija Danas: Pediatrics Today
Perinatoloji dergisi
Person-centered & experiential psychotherapies
Pharmaceutical & diagnostic innovation
Pharmaceutical medicine
Pharmaceutical programming
PharmacoEconomics & outcomes news
Pharmacognosy journal
Pharmacophore
Phlebology
Physiotherapy & Occupational Therapy Journal
Physiotherapy Issues / Themata Fisikotherapeias
Plant biosystems
Plant omics
Policy & practice of public human services
Polio Weekly Bulletin
Polish journal of food and nutrition sciences
Polymer Journal (18181724)
Polymer reaction engineering
Polymers
Polymers from renewable resources
Postępy higieny i medycyny doświadczalnej
Practica medicalà (2006)
Practice development in health care
Practitioner Scholar: Journal of Counseling & Professional Psychology
Primary care optometry news
Primary care reports
Probability and statistics
Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington
Przegląd dermatologiczny
Przegląd kardiodiabetologiczny
Psi Chi journal of psychological research
Psikiyatride güncel yaklaştımlar
Psychiatry, psychology, and law
Psycho-analytic psychotherapy in South Africa
Psychoanalysis and psychotherapy
Psychological perspectives
Psychological Science & Education
Psychology and sexuality
Psychology of education review
Psychotherapy patient
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Psychotherapy research
Psynopsis (Old Chelsea)
PTSD research quarterly
Public health ethics
Pulmonary reviews
Pure and applied chemistry
Qualitative inquiries in music therapy
Qualitative research in psychology
Quarterly Research Journal of Plant & Animal Sciences / Bhartiya Krishi Anusandhan Patrika
Radiocarbon
Rehabilitation & Physical Medicine / Rehabilitace a Fyzikalni Lekarstvi
Renal & urology news staff
Research & Reports in Transdermal Drug Delivery
Research letters in organic chemistry
Research letters in physical chemistry
Research letters in physics
Research matters (Sutton)
Research review (Federal Reserve Bank of Boston)
Research Update
Researcher (Jackson, Miss.)
Researcher (Jackson, Miss.)
Retina-vitreus
Reumatologia clinica
Reviews in analytical chemistry
Revision & Assessment Medicine / Revizni a Posudkove Lekarstvi
Revista brasileira de fisioterapia (São Carlos (São Paulo, Brazil))
Revista medicală Română
Revista română de boli infectioase
Revista română de pediatrie
Revista română de reumatologie
Rhode Island medical journal (2013)
Romanian Journal of Cardiology
Romanian Journal of Psychoanalysis / Revue Roumain de Psychanalyse
SABRAO journal of breeding and genetics
Salud mental (México)
Salud y drogas
Saratov Journal of Medical Scientific Research / Saratovskii Nauchno-Meditsinskii Zhurnal
Scandinavian journal of disability research : SJDR
Scandinavian journal of educational research
Scandinavian journal of urology
Scientific Medical Journal / Majalleh Elmi Peseshki Daneshgahe Elome Pezeshki Ahwaz
Scientific Papers: Series D, Animal Science : the international session of scientific communications of the Faculty of Animal Science
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Scientific Papers: Animal Science & Biotechnologies / Lucrari Stiintifice: Zootehnie si Biotehnologii
Scripta medica (Banja Luka)
SDU Journal of Health Science Institute / SDÜ Sağlık Bilimleri Enstitüsü Dergisi
Seminars in inflammatory bowel disease
Shoulder & elbow
SIS journal of projective psychology & mental health
Social cognition
Social neuroscience
South African gastroenterology review
South African journal of animal science
South African journal of chemistry
South African radiographer
Sport & Exercise Psychology Review
State health watch
Statistical analysis and data mining
Statistical applications in genetics and molecular biology
Strabismus
Subjectivity
Sufi Journal of Scientific & Academic Research
Suleyman Demirel University Journal of Science
Systematics and biodiversity
Taehan Kugup Üihakhoe chi
The Texas journal of science
Texas public health journal
Thai phēsatchasān
Theoretical and experimental chemistry
Therapeutics, Pharmacology & Clinical Toxicology
Tikrit medical journal
Trace elements and electrolytes
Transactional analysis journal
Transactions of the Missouri Academy of Science
Transactions of the Nebraska Academy of Sciences and affiliated societies
Transfusion alternatives in transfusion medicine
Transfuze a hematologie dnes
Transylvanian journal of psychology
Trauma reports
Travel medicine advisor
Türk hijiyen ve deneySEL biyoloji dergisi (1982)
Türkiye klinikleri biyoSTATistik
Türk biyokimya dergisi
Türk nöroloji dergisi
Türk patoloji dergisi
Turk Pediatri Arsivi
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Turkish Journal of Anesthesia & Reanimation
Turkish Journal of Family Practice / Türkiye Aile Hekimliği Dergisi
Turkish Journal of Medical & Surgical Intensive Care Medicine / Dahili ve Cerrahi Bilimler Yogun Bakım Dergisi
Turkish Journal of Ophthalmology / Turk Oftalmoloji Dergisi
Turkish journal of osteoporosis
TURKISH JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Turkish Psychological Counseling & Guidance Journal
Türkiye klinikleri. Jinekoloji obstetrik
U.S. Army Medical Department journal
U.S. Neurology
U.S. Oncology & Hematology
Ulusal cerrahi dergisi
Understanding statistics
Urologia
Urotoday international journal
US endocrinology
US ophthalmic review
Vojnosanitetski pregled
Women's health in primary care
Women’s health in primary care (Gynecology ed.)
The world journal of biological psychiatry
World journal of endocrine surgery
World journal of laparoscopic surgery
World Journal of Retina & Vitreous
Xenobiotica
Yakhteh (Tehran)
Zhonghua lin chuang yi yao za zhi